QUIZ

Allocating extra time (For Special Educational Needs students)

(13th May 2020)
In order to allocate extra time to specific students, for example, those with special educational needs, you can proceed as follows:

1. Contact the student via e-mail (the e-mail address is available through the University directory) and invite him/her to log-in on the following page https://esamionline.unitn.it/my/;
2. Access the quiz set up for the exam session which the student is enrolled on.
3. On the left-hand side of the quiz Administration menu, click on “Personalizzazioni individuali” (Individual personalization):

4. Click on the “Aggiungi personalizzazione individuale” (Add individual personalization) key:

5. Enter the student’s surname in the search string and wait for the system to retrieve the name:
6. Tick the "Tempo massimo" (maximum Time) box:

7. Enter the time allocated to the student (usually 30% more time is added 78 minutes in the example, compared to the 'standard' 60 minutes):
For further information:
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